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analysis to be adulterated, the vendor now became
liable to a fine of £100 or a term of six months'
imprisonment. These substantial penalties inspired
salutary respect. There were no half measures about
Maxwell's proclamations. When he struck, he did so
without mercy to vested interests. By a stroke of the
pen he destroyed trade in absinthe. The prohibition
was absolute: from the 29th March no person might
sell or have in his possession this form of poison.1 The
measure was conceived entirely to protect Egyptians
from temptation. The taste for absinthe was growing
in the country, and many public-spirited men openly
deplored the habit. Their protest had been unavail-
ing : commercial treaties and Capitulations hampered
the endeavour of the Government to control the im-
port and manufacture of all forms of alcohol.
All elements of respectable society applauded the
proclamations. It was high time that some step was
taken to restrain the wholesale adulteration of liquor
so prevalent in Egypt. Quantities of alcohol sold
falsely under well-known trade-marks were seized now
by the police, and proved upon analysis to have nothing
in common with the brand but the name. Some of
the stuff offered for sale in low-class bars was so vile
that it is incredible how any human stomach could
assimilate it. Nor, in fact, did normal organs do so.
Violent vomiting would take place on swallowing
a glass of the liquid, followed by the collapse of the
drinker: symptoms which would lead the latter to
declare that he had been drugged.
But the most signal instance of how martial law was
bent to serve Egyptian interests was the proclamation
which henceforth obliged every foreigner to bear a
share of the cost of maintenance of the Ghafir Force.
Hitherto, the incidence of this tax had fallen solely
and unfairly upon Egyptians, In towns the uniformed
1 Proclamation dated 29th March 1915.

